As a lone gunner you are the last line of defense against an overwhelming onslaught of enemy fire. You will be rattled as your machine gun fires, and jolted as you fire the cannon. Feel the force as you volley missiles at incoming aircraft, and strive to keep an edge on the enemy as you experience the torque of being hit by enemy rounds. Put to life by motion incorporating six degrees of freedom, Beach Head 2000 will keep you on the edge of your seat until the bitter battle’s end.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT PRIMETIME AMUSEMENTS: 1.800.550.0900
VISIT US AT: HTTP://PRIMETIMEAMUSEMENTS.COM
Beach Head 2000, America's Number One Game and top earner in the arcade market is now available in a trackball upright cabinet. Own the game that was voted top earner months in a row by operators in the Play Meter Magazine Equipment Poll and in RePlay Magazine's Player's Choice Poll.

GAME REVIEW

In Beach Head 2000, the player defends against an all out enemy invasion. The player is situated on a static beach fortification bunker with a variety of target specific weapons and ammunition at their disposal to defend against an invasion task force. Game features an assault force composed of carriers, warships, troops and vehicles, cargo ships, landing craft, amphibious vehicles and landing troops and marines with their supporting armor and aircraft.

Beach Head 2000 not only has the advantage of photo-realistic graphics and special effects to add to the simple satisfaction of shooting down targets but also features realistic machines, effects and sophisticated physics.

FEATURES:
- Proven consistent high earner
- Compact cabinet; great for smaller venues
- Trackball and button controls
- Attractively Priced $$$
- Low maintenance and durable platform

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Depth-32"
- Width-22"
- Height-66"
- Weight-313 lbs

Infogrames is a registered trademark of Infogrames, Inc. All rights reserved. All other trademarks and trade names are the properties of their respective owners.
AMERICA'S TOP EARNER,
BEACH HEAD 2000
IS NOW
MORE AFFORDABLE!
INTRODUCING THE GLOBAL VR BEACH HEAD 2000 TRACKBALL UPRIGHT

Beach Head 2000, America’s Number One Game and top earner in the arcade market is now available in a trackball upright cabinet. Own the game that was voted top earner months in a row by operators in the Play Meter Magazine Equipment Poll and in RePlay Magazine’s Player’s Choice Poll.

GLOBAL VR UPRIGHT

FEATURES
- Proven consistent high earner
- Compact cabinet; great for smaller venues
- Trackball and button controls
- 5 Attractively Priced $-
- Low maintenance and durable platform

SPECIFICATIONS
- Depth: 38"  
- Width: 28"  
- Height: 66"  
- Weight: 313 lbs

1991 Hartog Drive  
San Jose Ca. 95131  
Ph. 408.501.0000  
Fx. 408.501.0001

Global VR

Infogrames is a registered trademark of Infogrames, Inc. All rights reserved. All other trademarks and trade names are the properties of their respective owners.